Attention on handling of event paper balloon
This balloon is a delicate paper balloon made of the vegetable fiber 100%
After it uses in the event, it resolves naturally in earth and water and is made as a balloon
that doesn't give the environment the load.
When the same treatment of the other paper balloon is made, it will tear and damage the
paper that may lead the gas leakage
Please give your work the following special following attentions when doing to use for the
every event.
Storage method
１．Before the paper balloon dries, the strength losses and flexibility decrease, please
seal it in carton and keep it in the cool and dark place until that day of the event.
2.

Dryness, high temperature, and direct sunshine are strict prohibited

Injection of gas
1.

As for the injection of the gas into the balloon, it is preferable immediately
before flying.

2.

To fill the balloon with Helium gas,

it doesn't need the pressure of the gas.

The balloon is damaged when the power of the gas is strong and it causes the
gas leakage.
3.

If the gas is put in a full amount into the balloon, it becomes easy for the balloon to
tear.

5.

Please inject the gas to leave a little room to 80% to 90% of capacity.

Please do the work that the gas injects it in the room or the place without
the wind.

6.

When blow up the balloon. neither direct sunshine nor the wind should be made in the
place

-to be continued-

When you fly the balloon
1.

The balloon flows horizontally a little in the paper balloon because the
buoyancy is weak.

2.

Please part from the obstacles there are trees and fences and fly the balloon in the
wind

3.

We recommend the test flying before the real flying it
It causes to tangle the electric wire etc. when the string is bundled and please fly
separately.

-----------------------------------------------------

